
Witness Statement

l, Pieter.F.J.M. Dingjan also known as sw. Omkaranand, of Holland,
Wadwerderweg 97, 9988 SV Usqueft, do state as follows:

I am a therapist and lead groups since 1980. In 1987 |
followed the Rajneesh Counseling training in Poona and
became a sanyassin. I then began to work with Rajneesh
therapy, Primal and meditations, later called Osho therapy,
Osho Primal and Osho meditations. I started an Institute for
spiritual therapy in 1990. In this Institute many of the Osho
therapy, meditations, quotes, music, video's etc were used.
The Institute did not become an Osho centre but it was and is
based on Osho's words, vision and teachings and the word
Osho was and is used a lot to describe many of our activity's.
I explained the vision of Osho in my groups. (at first the name
was Bahgwhan Shree Rajneesh ofcourse) and it was very
obvious that I got my inspiration and vision, spiritual and
therapeutic, from Osho. There was no controle or license, I
did not follow any guidelines and I did not sign anything, and
also was never asked to sign anything.
I used the name Osho also in my programs and on the
website, to explain my love and inspiration to the man Osho
and his vision, and that my work was (and still is) based on
that. Out of this work many of the group-participants .decided
to become dicioles of Osho
My group participants knew and know that my work was and
is inspired by Osho, and that I did not follow any guidelines
or had a licence agreement with OlF. Also my true conviction
ist that Osho wanted his vision to be spread as widely as
possible, and that after Osho left his body he dissolved into
all of us. So it is to us to keep on freely spreading the man's
work, vision and. neditations.

The statements herein are from my personal knowledge and
recollection and I believe all of the statements made and the facts
mentioned to be true

P.F.J.M, Dingjan

11 december 2011
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